By Scot Augustson

The Three Step Method

The Characters:
Dr. Sival, a psychiatrist
Arthur, an intern
Carolyn, a patient
The curtain rises to reveal a psychiatrist’s office with a desk, couch, and
also two men, Dr. Sival and Arthur.
Doctor: Arthur, my boy, today you are entering a very special step in your
education. You are about to watch a trained professional in action.
Arthur: Yes, sir.
Doctor: You’ll get to watch the patients and learn how to draw them
slowly, bit by bit, to a nervous breakdown.
Arthur: Breakdown, sir?
Doctor: Yes, breakdown. In order to rebuild. You can’t fix a watch until
you pry the back off, can you?
Arthur: Uh, no sir.
Doctor: Mmmmmmmmmm, yes, psychiatry is entering a new and
exciting phase.
Arthur: Sir?
Doctor: Well, when it all got started the psychiatrist had the scalpel and
wasn’t afraid to use it. Oh, not a real scalpel, of course. But the Doctor
could dig and hack. Chopping out the bad and letting the blood spew
where it may. Ah! The good old days. And then came the Seventies. Oh,
self-help books. I’M OK, YOU’RE OK. If you were so damned okay,
why did you bother to buy the book? The whole thing became so…so,
namby pamby. Let me ask you a question. Why are you here?
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Ken: Yes. Its name comes from the Latin Hippa Pataimus. Meaning, of
course, enormous ass.
Jay: Oh, does it now?
Ken: Yes, just look at her sauntering down the river bank. Swinging her
massive haunches side to side, almost, oh I don’t know, almost invitingly,
the little flirt.
Jay: Uncle!
Ken: Maybe it would start off innocently. A teasing slap on the flank.
She’d look round and waggle her big ears and give a little wink.
Jay: Uncle!
Ken: A comforting thought, yes. Hey, do you see those monkeys?
Jay: What? The ones with the pith helmets?
Ken: Those are the ones. The little rascals!
Jay: What about them?
Ken: They’re our lunch!
Jay: What!
Ken: (Raises invisible gun) Let me just set my sights.
Jay: (Dropping British accent) You’re going to shoot the monkeys?
Ken: I’m certainly going to try. (Gun noise) Damnation.
Jay: Did you miss?
Ken: I only got one.
Jay: You shot the monkey.
Ken: Yes. Plenty for lunch and dinner now.
Jay: I’m not hungry.
Ken: Why not? They’re delicious!
Jay: I like monkeys.
Ken: Well, then you’ll positively love them in a nice light cream sauce.
Jay: I like them alive. I don’t like them gone.
Ken: Why look at that!
Jay: What is it?
Ken: It’s a jawbone. Yes, the jawbone of a monkey. Died in his mid to
late twenties. Fond of sugary snacks and comic books. Slept in on the
weekends from the looks of this mandible. I’d say, quite a find.
Jay: Thought you were a cryptozoologist, not an archeologist.
Ken: I’m a jack of all trades! A Renaissance man!
Jay: Uh-huh.
Ken: It has a second chance.
Jay: Second chance? I’m—Look, I…so, why didn’t you become an
archeologist?
Ken: Huh? Why? (Giggles) Because I’m a screw up.
Jay: Hmm. Wish I could argue with you on that point.
Ken: In real life, becoming an archeologist involves taking math classes
and getting papers written on time.
Jay: I think you would have made a great archeologist.
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Arthur: To…to help people?
Doctor: You want to help people? Go work in a library. You are here to
learn what makes people tick. Do you ask them what’s wrong?
Arthur: Yes?
Doctor: Would you ask a car that’s in the shop what’s wrong? NO!
Arthur: So how do you find out what’s wrong with a patient?
Doctor: Ah! That’s where my three step method comes in. I believe
you’ll get a chance to witness it this afternoon. The first step is to be very
accepting. Go along with everything he or she says. The second step is
to shake them up, let them know something is wrong. And then, when
they are teetering on the edge of doubt, BANG! You crack ‘em open like a
walnut.
Arthur: Then they’re cured?
Doctor: Heavens, no. But they’re reduced to a shell of what they were.
A limp rag. A sorry excuse for a human being. And they’re completely
vulnerable and dependent of weekly visits with you. Often for years. Just
you wait and see. (He presses the buzzer on his desk.) Ruth, send in the
patient.
(Carolyn Weaver, the patient, enters.)
Carolyn: Hello.
Doctor: Do come in, Mrs. Weaver.
Carolyn: Oh, do call me Carolyn.
Doctor: Certainly, Carol. May I introduce you to Arthur Optin. He’s the
intern who you agreed to let observe our little chat. Now, Carol, you sit
right here on the couch, and I’ll be with you in one second. (To Arthur) We
begin with step one. Going along with everything. (He crosses back to
Carolyn.) Now what is the problem?
Carolyn: Well, I get so tense and depressed sometimes.
Doctor: I was just going over your file, and believe me, you have every
reason to be depressed. It’s usual for someone in your place.
Carolyn: In my place?
Doctor: Your age, your background, your education, your looks.
Carolyn: I think about suicide.
Doctor: I’d be surprised if you didn’t.
Carolyn: Please, don’t think I’m crazy. But I hear voices.
Doctor: Little voices? Voices that seem to come out of nowhere?
Carolyn: Yes.
Doctor: And they seem so real?
Carolyn: Yes.
Doctor: And no one else hears them?
Carolyn: No, they don’t.
Doctor: Or at least they pretend not to hear them.
Carolyn: What?
Doctor: It is so refreshing to meet someone else who admits to hearing
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Ken: Yes. If you were to take a little nap under its branches, it would send
out vines.
Jay: Not vines!
Ken: Yes, vines. Vines that would wrap themselves around you and
squeeze the very life out of you!
Jay: I hate the hugging tree!
Ken: And the birds.
Jay: Dangerous birds?
Ken: Very dangerous. See that one. The green one.
Jay: The olive green one, or the kelly?
Ken: The one on the right.
Jay: Ah! The kelly green one.
Ken: It’s a Mecklenstein-Schmidt’s Parrot.
Jay: Named after the great naturalist, Hans Mecklenstein-Schmidt I
presume?
Ken: Yes, Herr Doktor Mecklenstein-Schmidt. That’s his parrot.
Jay: An excellent mimic I presume?
Ken: Oh, it’s not a mimic at all.
Jay: Not a mimic?
Ken: No, it’s a mocker.
Jay: A mocker?
Ken: Yes, go ahead. Say something to it.
Jay: Hullo, Parrot!
Ken: (High mocking voice:) Hello Parrot.
Jay: Oh, that’s horrible.
Ken: Oh, that’s horrible.
Jay: All right bird, you’ve made your point.
Ken: All right bird, you’ve made your point.
Jay: Stop that.
Ken: Stop that.
Jay: Cut it out!
Ken: Cut it out.
Jay: Uncle! Help me out, would you?
Ken: Uncle, help me— (Gun noise) Ahhhhwk!
Jay: Jolly good shot! But wouldn’t you say that bird was more annoying
than dangerous?
Ken: You can be mocked to death!
Jay: Yes, of course you can.
Ken: Ah! Now here lies a danger of a different sort!
Jay: A different danger?
Ken: A moral danger.
Jay: What is it?
Ken: A hippopotamus.
Jay: Hippopotamus.
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Jay: Oooh, the word “lurking” makes it worse.
Ken: Lurking somewhere in your precious body.
Jay: Stop.
Ken: In one of your organs, your many organs.
Jay: Stop.
Ken: And there are so many organs.
Jay: I’m not listening.
Ken: Liver, pancreas, heart, (slight pause) Tessssticle.
Jay: Ok, Ok.
Ken: Some itty bitty glioblastoma.
Jay: Oh, that sounds like one of those things that live in the woods, like
Bigfoot. What’s it called, geo—
Ken: Glioblastoma.
Jay: Glioblastoma, definitely a cousin of the Yeti. Real, but seldom seen.
Ken: Except by solitary hunters.
Jay: Or lost children. And sometimes the town drunk.
Ken: Probably steals and eats pets.
Jay: But the hair of the glio-glio—
Ken: Glioblastoma.
Jay: Glioblastoma. The hair of it is found caught in the branches of the
forest he inhabits.
Ken: Forest? Or jungle?
Jay: Oh, jungle. I hadn’t thought of that. Glioblastoma probably does live
in the jungle.
Ken: Lives and lurks there.
Jay: Rarely seen by western eyes.
Ken: (British accent) Until now!
Jay: Oh?
Ken: It’s me! Hugh Granston Jones, cryptozoologist. On the trail of the
glioblastoma, won’t rest till I bring a specimen back to London, dead or
alive.
Jay: (British accent) And his trusty nephew, Collin. Visiting from
Shropshire.
Ken: Collin, my lad! Good of you to visit me here in the jungle.
Jay: Oh, thank you for having me. I was growing bloody tired of England.
Ken: Ha! City life. Bound to make a lad soft.
Jay: Yes sir.
Ken: But you’re in the jungle now. Have to face the dangers on your own.
Can’t go phoning for help every time you get yourself in a spot.
Jay: Dangers?
Ken: Oh, yes. All around you. See that tree?
Jay: Yes.
Ken: It’s a hugging tree.
Jay: Oh no. Not a hugging tree!
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them.
Carolyn: You hear them, too?
Doctor: All the time.
Carolyn: So I’m not crazy?
Doctor: Well, I didn’t say that.
Carolyn: This is going to sound silly, but every once in while, I have this
feeling that someone is following me.
Doctor: So that’s why you had your two friends walk you here?
Carolyn: No, I came alone.
Doctor: Those two men weren’t with you?
Carolyn: No.
Doctor: (The Doctor crosses to the window.) They’re still there. What?
That’s funny. They saw me and ducked behind the corner.
Carolyn: Oh, then I was right. What can I do, Doctor?
Doctor: Well, be very careful. If I were you, I’d stay indoors as much as
possible. Maybe a disguise. You know, a wig, sunglasses. Maybe even
take a change of clothes wherever you go.
Carolyn: At least I’m not crazy.
Doctor: I’ll make that decision. Now, shall we try a little test?
Carolyn: Okay.
Doctor: One moment. (He crosses to Arthur.) Step two, shake them
up. (He crosses back to Carolyn.) Now, let’s try some word association.
Know how to play?
Carolyn: You say a word, and I just say the first thing that pops in my
head.
Doctor: Okay. Let’s begin. (Pause) Carol? Go ahead.
Carolyn: I’m sorry, but I didn’t catch the word.
Doctor: The word was rabbit.
Carolyn: Oh, um…bunny.
Doctor: Hmmmmm. Black.
Carolyn: White.
Doctor: Down.
Carolyn: Up.
Doctor: Man.
Carolyn: Woman.
Doctor: Gun.
Carolyn: Shoot.
Doctor: What? Shoot? What kind of a—
Carolyn: (Confused) You said “gun” and I said “shoot.”
Doctor: I did not say “gun.” What I said was “Mother.” Now, I think we
should stop and talk about your relationship with your mother.
Carolyn: I could have sworn you had said “gun.”
Doctor: Sometimes we hear what we want to hear. Now, lie back. We’ll
do a little bit of regression. You had better slip off your rings and any

